High voltage squirel cage induction motors
Series: H17R
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VYBO Electric
high voltage induction motors
We are a medium-sized company specialized in electric drive solutions.
Our portfolio includes squirrel cage motors, and slip ring motors as well as direct current motors - from standard low voltage motors to
individually designed single pieces of zp to 20 MW.
Qualiﬁed engineering, highly skilled staff, and modern facilities with up-to-date testing equipment form the basis for the reliable work that
countless customers around the world have come to appreciate. Go ahead and put our performance, ﬂexibility and speed to the test.

More than 10 000m2 of manufactory plant
High-voltage motors of all voltages from 2 kV to 13,8 kV
» with squirrel-cage rotor
» with slip-ring rotor
» different mountings avaible DC motors up to approx. 2,000kW
» different types of cooling
» different types of mounting
» voltages from 220 to 900 V
» with different tyoes of speed monitoring systems Slip-ring motors for low voltage
» for 230, 400, 500 and 690 V stator voltage
» different types of mounting Three-phase transformers
» cast resin types
» dry types
» oil cooled types
» wide range of voltages and power available
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THE NEW H17R SERIES - HIGH PERFORMANCE, LOW PRICE
The signiﬁcance of cost effectiveness and proﬁtability, the global need for standard high voltage
motors, and the steady increase in sales quantities - these were the main reasons for developing
the new H17R series
Motors of the H17R series are deployed in the most diverse sectors, including the oil, gas, paper,
chemical, or steel industries. They are used to drive pumps, compressors, blowers, reﬁners, mills,
among other things.
The new H17R series redeﬁnes the benchmarks for all standard deployment scenarios!

FEATURES

» high power efﬁciency and low operating costs
» reliable and durable bearing construction
» great vibration values and low maintenance costs
» windings in temperature class F (VPI)
» reliability and long life expectancy
» high load capacity
» low noise emissions
» customized executions

STANDARDS
The motors comply with the latest European standards EN60034 and IEC34 standards.

CONSTRUCTION
The motors have a torsionally rigid grey cast iron housing with moulded legs.
The housing design guarantees optimal cooling and ensures a high self-cleaning.

MOUNTING
The motors are available as type IM B3 / V1.
Special versions, such as IM B35, are available upon request.

PROTECTION
The motors feature the IP 55 degree of protection.
Higher degrees of protection are available upon request.
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COOLING
The motoros featured the IC 411 cooling type, where the heat loss generated inside the motor is transmitted to the motor housing and
dissipated by the cooling air that the external fan movec across the cooling ﬁns. Two-pole motors are manufactured with an external
unidirectional fan, whereas all other motors principally come with bi-directional external fans.
The internal air circulation is bi-directional. For special applications, such as the operation of a frequency converter, the motors can be
delivered with separate ventilation of the IC 416 cooling type.

INSULATION
The motor winding, which is principally tropicalised, conforms with temperature class F, and is manufactured using The CPI
(Vacuum Pressure Impregnation) method.
The thermal stress of the motors is subject to the temperature class B, resulting is capable of withstanding the highest mechanical
stress, so that a restart against a residual ﬁeld of 100% following a power failure is possible any time.

BEARINGS
The motors are laid out with grase-lubricated rollingcontact bearings, and include a re-lubricating device and grease relief.
Upon request, the motors can be delivered with roller bearings (reinforced rolling-contact bearings) on the drive end in order to be able
to accommodate the characteristically radial forces occasioned by belt drives. Executions with self or forced lubricated sleeve bearings
are available upon request. We use exlusively high-end bearings and lubricants.

VIBRATION SEVERITY
Even as basic model, the motors meet the requirements of vibration severity grade N (normal).
The vibration is measured when the motor is idling at nominal voltage and frequency.
The balance quality grade of the motors is principally “half-key.“
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NOISE
Even the standart model has an optimized design to maintain a low noise level. The sound pressure levels during line operation
(IEC tolerance: +3 dB (A)) are stated in the datasheets.
The noise test is conducted when the motor is idling at nominal voltage and frequency.

PAINT FINISH
The standard paint ﬁnish conforms to the climatic category “moderate.“ A large number of special paint ﬁnishes is available upon request.
The standard colour is RAL 7030 “ stone grey.“
Naturally, special colours are available upon request.

NOMINAL VOLTAGE
The motors are available for the following nominal voltage ratings:
50 Hz: 2000 / 3000 / 3300 / 5000 / 5500 / 6000 / 6300 / 6600 / 10000 / 10500 / 11000 V
60 Hz: 4160 V / 13800 V
The permissivle voltage tolerance equals ± 5%.
Special voltage and deviating voltage tolerances are available upon request.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
The motors are designed for operation with an ambient temperature between -20 °C and +40 °C.
In case of higher ambient temperatures up to +60 °C the power output will have to be reduced.
For ambient temperatures as low as -30 °C special steel shafts and heavy-duty space heaters
are available upon request.
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TYPE RATING
The type rating refers to the S1 operating type (continuous operation) at nominal voltage and frequency an ambient temperature of 40 °C and
an installation site elevation of 1,000 m above sea level.
Deviations in ambient temperature and site elevation are subject to lower unit ratings, as listed below:
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OVERLOAD CAPABILITY
When operating at nominal voltage, the motors tolarate up to two minutes od overload at 1.5 times the nominal current.

TERMINAL BOXES
Depending on the respective customer specs, the motors are delivered with terminal boxes on the left-hand or right-hand side.
In the standard design, a high-end ROXTEC cable entry for a multi-conductor cable with an outside diameter of 30 to 70 mm is integrated into
the removable cable entry okate of the terminal box that simultaneously serves as strain relief purpose.
Upon reuest, we will gladly send you detailed technical information. Naturally, we also stock any other type of cable gland, as well as undrilled
cable entry plates made of various materials.
Special terminal boxes (e.g. including phase separation, special dimensions, etc.) or single-phase plug-and-socket systems are available upon
request.
The terminal boxes can generally be rotated by 4 x 90°.
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MOTOR PROTECTION
The motors are principally ﬁtted with temperature monitoring for winding and bearings, as well as with mechnical SPM measuring heads for
capturing the vibration values:
» 6 x Pt100 resistance thermometer (RTD) inside the stator winding
» 2 x Pt100 resistance thermometer (RTD) inside the bearings
» 2 x SPM measuring heads
The terminal connections of the resistance thermometers are locared inside a separate terminal box. Also, a wide range of additional sensors
and transmitters is available upon request.

ACCESSORIES
The motors are principally ﬁtted with a space heater (230 V / 1 ~), including a separate terminal box. Options include space heaters with
deviating nominal voltage.
Also, a wide range of additional accessories is available upon request.

TESTS
The motors are subjected to a standard factory test that includes the following test stages:
» winding resistance measurement
» insulation resistance test
» no-load test
» short-circuit test
» direction-of-rotation test
» high-voltage test
» vibration magnitude measurement
» performance test of accessories
» shafty voltage measurement
» visual acceptance
» noise measurement
For every motor, a corresponding test reposrt is compiled ahead of delivery and enclosed with the documentation.
Additional testing, including e. g. a full-load tet, a temperature-rise test, a shock pulse test, a dissipation-factor measurement, a polarisation
index measurement, etc., can be conducted upon request.
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2 TO 6.6 kV (2 POLES)
Class H17R
Standard Design
Mounting IM B3 / Protection IP 55 / Cooling IC 411 / 50 Hz / 2 poles / Insulation class F / Heating class B / Ambient Temperature 40 °C

Type

Power

Speed

Current

Current
3,3 kV

Efﬁciency

Power
factor

Starting
current

Starting
torque

Max.
torque

Inertia
J

Weight

Noise level
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2 TO 6.6 kV (4 POLES)
Class H17R
Standard Design
Mounting IM B3 / Protection IP 55 / Cooling IC 411 / 50 Hz / 4 poles / Insulation class F / Heating class B / Ambient Temperature 40 °C
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2 TO 6.6 kV (6 POLES)
Class H17R
Standrard Design
Mounting IM B3 / Protection IP 55 / Cooling IC 411 / 50 Hz / 6 poles / Insulation class F / Heating class B / Ambient Temperature 40 °C
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2 TO 6.6 kV (8 POLES)
Class H17R
Standard Design
Mounting IM B3 / Protection IP 55 / Cooling IC 411 / 50 Hz / 8 poles / Insulation class F / Heating class B / Ambient Temperature 40 °C
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10 TO 13.8 kV
Class H17R
Maximum output per frame size at 50 Hz.
Outputs for frame size 450, smaller than the ones shown below are avaible upon request.

1250
1600
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NOTE
Upon request, we will gladly send you detailed technical information and exact dimension drawings.

FLANGES
Custom conﬁgurations available upon request.
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Warrants and certiﬁcates
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Main plant
VYBO Electric, a. s.
Radlinského 18
052 01 Spišská Nová Ves
Slovak Republic

Special counseling
phone: +421 948 834 888
e-mail: vyboelectric@vyboelectric.eu

